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We typically think of psychics as "special" or "gifted" with unusual abilities. But David Morehouse

teaches that all human beings, including you, have the inborn capacity for Remote Viewing-the

ability to see across space and time. WithÂ Remote Viewing: The Complete User's Manual for

Coordinate Remote Viewing,Â he presents comprehensive instruction in this scientifically designed

method for tapping your ability to transcend your physical senses. By adapting the training he

underwent to become an elite "psychic spy," Morehouse has created an accessible step-by-step

approach that anyone can use. "Remote Viewing was created as a means of gathering information,"

teaches David Morehouse, "but it has proven to be much more." As thousands of his students have

discovered, a Remote Viewer actually taps into the collective unconscious that connects everything

and everyone in the universe. Presented in an accessible, logical, and artful manner, here is an

unprecedented training manual for learning this profoundly transformational practice, and taking the

first step into your ultimate potential. Includes 77-minute brainwave entrainment CD. Â 
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Born into a family of career officers, David Morehouse for nearly 20 years steadied himself on an

unwavering track of becoming a general in the United States Army. Then, in 1987, a machine gun

bullet hit him and, by all accounts, should have killed him instantly. Instead, this experience opened

his perception to a new reality, and a new understanding of personal and collective purpose. In his

international bestsellerPsychic Warrior, he recounts how he was recruited into a top-secret program

of the CIA and trained as a Remote Viewer, capable of seeing persons, places, and things distant in



space-time to gather information. Today David Morehouse has transformed these techniques into a

tool for personal empowerment, enhanced insight, intuitive development, and discernment. Now, in

a landmark event, he has created his first practical course in this amazing method:Â The Remote

Viewing Training Course.

A former Army major explains what the CIA taught him about viewing remote events. A kind of

psychic ability, it involves the sophisticated application of the detecting, decoding, and objectifying

we all carry out as part of normal perception. As happens when you think of your best friend just

before he or she calls, certain awarenesses or perceptions can yield surprising pictures of the future

once we recognize what is coming to us and what to do with it. Morehouse is a natural speaker, but

he's so thrilled with his material that he doesn't realize how long he takes to set up and express his

ideas. The instructions for the practice sessions are precise but will seem tedious to all but the most

highly motivated listener. T.W. Â© AudioFile 2007, Portland, Maine-- Copyright Â© AudioFile,

Portland, Maine --This text refers to the Audio CD edition.

This book changed my viewpoint on this subject - as a trained remove viewer the author dispelled a

false idea I had. I was a bit worried about diving into this field as I thought it might get into some

hocus pocus and separating from your body etc. Not so - remote viewing per his data is much like

training someone on perfect pitch. The energy that is perceived in remove viewing is there - you

don't have to "go' somewhere - you just have to fine tune your perceptions well enough to discern

that is already there... so it moves this from some hocus pocus to a tangible skill learned by

systematically working through the exercises. It is an ability all of us have - just like walking or

talking or hearing. It's just got to be tuned and refined by practice.

because of the extent to which i'm visually and hearing impaired, this book is quite fascinating to

read, similar experiences occur,where you visualize what you can't see in your minds eye because

of lack of peripheral vision. you feel sound if you are significantly hearing impaired. Does that sound

any less probable to you, than remote viewing? lolll hence my fascination with this book. Since i was

born legally blind adjusting to lack of sight wasn't difficult, but the concept of feeling sound I have

had to work at, and making progress..So in many ways this book suggests abilities that make

sense. But it is more a issue of expanding oneself to the possibilities of what we can do, but don't

because we don't grow up seeing any reason to develop certain abilities. I'm only about thirty

percent through this book, but give it a five stars just because it flows well and love the ideas within.



In a high tech world hes suggesting our spiritual abilities can be just as profound in capability as our

advanced or high tech technologies.. Gps, isn't just a device, it is also part of you?I guess the other

reason i'm loving these kind of books, I don't feel so different in how I function in society.. There are

others out their like me in type of abilities they seek to encourage and use in life. In My case, it is a

essential life skill to compensate for skills you have that I don't.

I followed the author's directions and tried Remote Viewing. I've done 9 Remote Viewing sessions,

and 7 of them worked very well. Even my husband, who is extremely skeptical, was impressed and

feels that I was very much able to describe the targets. As a note, I had never done any Remote

Viewing sessions before but had done a lot of other spiritual work.I see Remote Viewing as a

wonderful spiritual path as well as a practical skill, and I'm looking forward to practicing a lot

more.By the way, you can go to David Morehouse's website and get about 35 free targets (sites that

you can practice Remote Viewing on) in the Resources section.One of the customer reviews says

that learning Remote Viewing requires a partner. I was able to learn without a partner, and the

author never suggests that the learner requires one. I'm sure that a partner would make learning

easier; however, this book doesn't describe how to work with a partner. I believe that in-person

training workshops sometimes involve working with a partner.I've just bought another book on

Remote Viewing, "The Seventh Sense" by Lyn Buchanan. Both David Morehouse and Lyn

Buchanan learned Remote Viewing in the military together. While Morehouse's book is a

step-by-step manual, "The Seventh Sense" isn't that. It provides more in-depth understanding of the

principles of Remote Vieiwing and also some important foundational exercises. I've started doing

the exercises. The two books are complementary and I recommend them both highly.I also have

watched many Remote Viewing videos on YouTube, including an entire series of 24 lessons by

Courtney Brown (Farsight Institute series). These were also very helpful. I found an introductory

video by Ed Dames helpful. But he's into a lot of weird stuff, too. He sends out a video about a

future Doomsday scenario ("Killshot) that he claims was supported by the work of other military

Remote Viewers. By my research, it isn't so supported at all. I think his Doomsday scenario is just a

way to scare people so that they'll buy more Remote Viewing training from him. In any event, I've

found all the free videos on YouTube very interesting and helpful.But the Morehouse and Buchanan

books are irreplaceable and essential.

Remote Viewing is much more complicated and structured than i imagined. The book is well written.

Morehouse has a way with words and is inspirational. Remote viewing is a process that seems like



it will take a lot of practice and A LOT of paper to document the viewing. Plus one will need to

purchase "targets" to practice with. I'm very intuitive and more of a right brained person so the

extensive steps of the process were a surprise to me. I have not yet followed all the stages outlined

in the book, so can't say how well it is working for me.

If you haven't tried remote viewing, prepare to have your world view change dramatically. Mine did.I

started with "associative" remote viewing about 15 years ago, but it wasn't as disiplined an

approach as this is.I read very little so far but looks great.

As far intuitive development goes, this is a profound book. However, the methods described are

Long! I read this book, but didn't end up trying the Remote Viewing methods described because I

felt I wasn't going to find the particular answers that I was looking for. The author knows what he

talking about, however, anyone interested in spiritual development may find this book only useful

remote viewing purposes.

So far, it is very interesting but does anyone know if the cool down CD comes with the digital book?

Again, if you are interested or just want to learn more about the SCIENCE, yes SCIENCE, of CRV

(Controlled Remote Viewing) Morehouse along with a select few like Dr. Courtney Brown, Lyn

Buchanan, and Joe McMoneagle are the people you want to be reading . Ingo Swan (the inventor of

military CRV) may be dead but his teachings live on in the works of people like Dr. David

Morehouse.
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